THE PURPOSE OF INSTITUTE CREATION

The Integrative Research Institute is organised to unite on purpose the Israeli and foreign independent researchers for the decision of actual problems of modern natural sciences.

ACADEMIC COUNCIL STRUCTURE

1. Bahmutsky A.A., D-r, the head of the Haifa Scientific House;
2. Berman A.L., D-r, the Gen. director of the scientists-repatriates Union of Israel - the adviser;
5. Khmelnik S.I., D-r, the editor-publisher of magazine «Reports of independent authors»;
6. Kosharsky V. G., the head of the centre «Information Source», editor of magazine «System researches and management of open systems»;
7. Tepman L.N., D-r Sc. in Econ., the member correspondent of the Russian Academy of Sciences;
8. Vilshanskij A.N., D-r - the manager of site IRI.